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Retrieved . The "b-team" comic
book characters are all products of
the "sadistic, incompetent, and/or

cruel" mainstream comic book
publishing industry, like their
"unwelcome role models for
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children", in the words of author
Terry Moore. The B-team also has
their own collective blog, B-Team
TV. Lists The following is a list of

the B-Team members by popularity.
Figures are based on the number of
B-Team comics sold in 2004 and

2009 by Diamond Comic
Distributors,, both numbers are

approximations and total sales are
much higher. The following list is

by number of appearances. The team
has been mentioned and parodied by
news media around the world. The B-

team is an example of a comedy
gold mine, but the B-team comics
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are frequently parodied in other
media. They often appear in parody
comics on the Daily Dose, a popular

comic on webcomic host XKCD.
"The B-team" comics are also

parodied on "The Simpsons" in the
episode "Navy Talk", where they are

called the "B-Adults". Some B-
Team characters have been

reintroduced into the mainstream
Marvel Universe. Most recently,

Spider-Man teamed up with the B-
Team in the 2006 series Spectacular
Spider-Man #33, and in the first part
of the 2008 series Superior Spider-
Man. This has lead to new series in
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which Spider-Man deals with the
likes of Norman Osborn. The team
is featured in the short-lived series

In the House of B, a continuation of
the original series based on the B-
Team's brief appearances in the
original series. The b-team is
featured in the one-shot series

Amazing Spider-Man Secret Wars.
The secret wars version of the B-

team are an alliance of supervillains
who willingly sacrifice themselves
to defeat a new supervillain called
The B-Team. They are defeated by
Spider-Man. Other appearances The
following characters have made an
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appearance in at least one B-Team
comic, series or film: No. of

appearances

A secret government agency recruits
imprisoned supervillains to perform

dangerous covert operations in
exchange for pardons. When a

supervillain named Joxer finds out
about this, he decides to join the

agency, and his offer is reinforced
by his skills in the use of weapons,
magic, and science. He's ready to
work for the agency and ready for

any mission, but he doesn't expect to
be trapped when he comes face to
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face with two of the world's best
assassins. When he finds out he's

been scammed, he decides he must
find a way to get out of prison

before he's targeted by two
supervillains. fffad4f19a
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